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Abstract- The awareness support for activities in collabora-
tive environments is important for effective collaboration and
coordination. It helps people know who else is doing what in
a shared workspace. The amount of awareness needed varies
due to specific roles users undertake during collaboration. While
emphasizing the importance of roles, we introduced related
research on awareness and a component-based collaboration
metamodel. Based on that metamodel, several awareness elements
were discussed and implemented in a collaborative environment
LiveNet4. Model View Controller pattern used to construct the
web-based interface of LiveNet4 was also introduced at the end
of this paper.
Index Terms- Awareness support, component, collaborative
environment, Model View Controller (MVC).
I. INTRODUCTION
Information that users have about each other's activities
is commonly called awareness information [1]. Awareness
is important for effective collaboration and coordination. It
helps people know who else is doing what in a shared
workspace. It is not so difficult to obtain non-verbal cues when
people collaborate face-to-face in the same physical location.
However, it is not an easy job to collect similar awareness
information when people working together at different places.
Researchers have been trying to define awareness and to
provide some kinds of awareness support in collaborative
environments. Different people have different opinions. It is
necessary to make it clear what awareness is before discussing
awareness support mechanisms.
Jill Drury and Marian G. Williams [1] summarized a large
number of definitions for awareness. Among them, the most
referenced definition of awareness is defined by Dourish
and Bellotti in [4] as "an understanding of the activities of
others, which provides a context for your own activities".
Group-structural awareness is "knowledge about such things as
people's roles and responsibilities, their positions on an issue,
their status, and group processes" [6]. Gutwin et al. [5] and
Prinz [7] both gave the definition of social awareness, "the
understanding that participants have about the social connec-
tions within their group" and "information about the presence
and activities of people in a shared environment". Prinz [7]
defined task-oriented awareness as "awareness focused on
activities performed to achieve a shared task". Workspace
awareness is defined as "the up-to-the-minute knowledge of
other participants' interactions with the shared workspace" and
"who is working on what" in [5] [8], respectively.
These definitions describe awareness in collaborative envi-
ronments from different points of view. Few of them explains
the dependent relationship between awareness and role. For
instance, the first definition of group-structural awareness
"knowledge about such things as people's roles and responsi-
bilities, ... "[6] suggested granted roles as a kind of awareness
information, but did not reveal their deeper dependent rela-
tionship.
Jang, C. et al. observed four specific types of awareness
deficits suffered by the virtual teams: awareness about others'
activities (what are they doing), awareness about each other's
availability (when can I reach them), awareness about process
(where are we in the project) and perspective awareness (what
are they thinking and why). A system named TeamSCOPE
implemented quite a few awareness features addressing these
above awareness deficits in [2].
Carlos D. Correa and Ivan Marsic [3] presented an archi-
tecture providing awareness under different types of hetero-
geneity, such as differences in data semantics and disparities
in device capabilities, and introduced a consistency model for
data sharing in heterogeneous systems using awareness agents.
Given awareness support is one of the necessities of effec-
tive collaboration. Exploring how collaboration is built and
how its components interact each other would be helpful to
clarify what kinds of awareness support should be indeed
provided.
Despite diversity of functionality and appearance, there
always have four key factors in collaboration: people, artifact,
action and activity.
. People is the subject of an action while artifact acting as
the object.
. Actions performed by people are restricted by their roles
assigned.
* Activity is the place where people act on artifact.
Their relationship can be described as people with roles
aiming at goals act on artifacts in an activity. Artifacts are
considered as input and output of people's actions. An activity
is a space containing people with roles, artifacts and corre-
sponding actions. We discussed the role-activity model in [9],
but did not in-depth touch the interdependence between role
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and awareness. This issue is also the one of the main topics
of this paper.
The amount of awareness needed varies accordingly due to
specific roles people undertake in an activity. For instance, in
a software development project, a project manager needs to be
aware of each task's progress, who is doing which task, which
milestone has been achieved, and what significant changes are
being made. While general members may only need to know
the tasks that have been assigned to them and the changes
relevant to their tasks.
Therefore, to support awareness and determine who should
know what, firstly we need to define what awareness informa-
tion should be provided for each activity, solving the "what
to know" problem; secondly, apply role restrictions to the
awareness information set to project an awareness information
sub-set for each specific role, solving the "who know what"
problem.
In this paper, we focus on supporting awareness for role-
based asynchronous collaborative environment. While empha-
sizing the importance of roles people undertake, we analyze
related research on awareness. Based on a component-based
collaborative metamodel, several awareness support specifica-
tions for role-based activities are discussed from awareness
support point of view. The corresponding implementation
of proposed awareness support elements and Model View
Controller interface construction pattern are also described at
the end of this paper.
II. COMPONENT-BASED COLLABORATION METAMODEL
As discussed in the previous section, a collaborative envi-
ronment may consist of several activities, each of which con-
tains role-taking participants, artifacts, and even sub-activities,
as illustrated in Fig. l(a). Different roles have different views
of a given activity, as shown in Fig. l(b)(c).
Usually there are two artifact categories involved: container
artifact that contains follow-up artifacts, such as a meeting,
a calendar, a file folder or a discussion forum, and simple
artifact that contains no further follow-ups, such as a URL, a
text file or a documentation. An activity is treated as a special
container artifact. Given it is common that an artifact could
be shared by multiple collaborative activities, a copied artifact
link is allowed to support information sharing.
E activity © people with role Q action artifact
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 1. An example of activity (a) An activity with roles and artifacts (b)(c)
Different roles have different views of activity
A set of metamodel concepts has been proposed to abstract
the above role-activity collaborative semantics [9], as shown in
Fig 2. It embodies the basic factors of collaboration and could
be applied to a wide range of collaborative applications.
Each of the rectangles in the diagram represents an abstract
component. Component User and Group reflect the people
factor; component Role reflects the relationship between peo-
ple and action; component Artifact reflects the artifact and
resource factor and component Activity reflects the virtual
space unit.
Fig. 2. A component-based collaboration metamodel
* The metamodel centers on activities, which can be made
up of a number of sub-activities as indicated by the "contains"
looping arrow.
* The metamodel supports the creation of groups indepen-
dent of activities.
* People, here called a user, "is-in" a group, which can
evolve independently, and can contain sub-groups. Groups
support scalability as independent groups can exist in the same
system but gradually merge or intersect if needed.
* An activity "has" any number of roles.
* An activity "contains" any number of artifacts. As dis-
cussed, artifacts drop into two categories. Typical examples
include activity, task, meeting, calendar, folder, view, forum,
URL, text, uploaded file, and chat-room.
* Each role is "occupied" by a group whose users can take
on role abilities.
* Roles are given permissions to access artifacts and "can-
take" the actions.
* Actions "use or create" artifacts. They can be solo-
actions, which are taken by individuals, or interactions, such
as discussions, which can include more than one user. Actions
"4use" tools provided by the collaborative system.
Associated with these concepts are commands that create
an object instance of these semantic concepts and permissions
that assign privileges to people in different activities or groups.
A role-based permission control mechanism [10] is adopted in
this metamodel.
In a collaborative process, a user's roles can be updated to
adapt to changing situations. Every component except Role has
different permission restrictions related with different roles.
For example, an activity will have commands to create
artifacts, to add new members, to create roles, to assign
permissions to roles and to add new actions among others.
A teacher role can create a new assignment task and assign
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TABLE I
GENERAL SPECIFICATION FOR ROLE-BASED ACTIVITY
Show the changes being made
Show the historical changes made
Show the time of each historical change and corresponding contributor
Show people' identities and roles
Show area viewable by each role
Show the artifacts being manipulated and their responsible roles
it to students. While students can only view the assignment
contents and add/delete their submissions, but not delete the
assignment they are currently assigned.
Accordingly, awareness information for a teacher role pro-
vides a view of what the students have done during a period of
time, students' access history, their assignment progress and
all historical contributions made. For a student role, awareness
information might be limited to the allocated assignment
details, where group members and teachers are, related study
materials and their own historical contributions, etc.
All the necessary awareness information is considered as
an information set and is kept as properties. It is accessible
via methods of related components. It can either be filtered by
the role restrictions of participants using the awareness support
tools or be provided directly as default background information
in the collaborative system. Each participant can only access
their awareness information sub-set limited by their particular
role undertaken in the system. It is much easier to understand
awareness support by associating awareness needs with role
specifications. (Fig. I(b)(c))
So far, we have discussed a component-based collaboration
metamodel and understood role-based permission control. In
this metamodel, different roles determine different awareness
needs. Awareness information for each role is obtained as a
projected sub-set by applying role restrictions to the complete
awareness information set. However, two more things still need
to be clarified: first, what awareness information should be
reflected in an activity and/or what kind of information should
be collected; second, what sort of tools or functionality should
be implemented for awareness support?
Drury J. summarized a general, application-independent
awareness specification for synchronous collaborative applica-
tion in [11]. Accordingly, we constitute a general specification
for asynchronous role-based activity as shown in Tab. I.
Compared to synchronous awareness requirement, these spec-
ifications are enough to reflect awareness information about
people, role, artifact and the whole activity, at the same time
avoiding information overload in asynchronous collaborative
environment.
III. AWARENESS SUPPORTING IN LIVENET4
To testify their feasibility and efficiency, a number of
features that explicitly address these awareness specifications
have been implemented in LiveNet4, the fourth version of the
collaborative network LiveNet.
LiveNet is a role-based workplace network for the collab-
orative knowledge sharing developed by Collaborative Labo-
ratory at University of Technology, Sydney. It can be used to
create workspace networks, where each workspace supports
one activity, but where the workspaces can be networked to
support work processes made up of many activities. People in
each workspace can share their tacit and explicit knowledge
and develop new knowledge and pass it to other workspaces
[12].
A. Awareness support elements
Major awareness elements implemented include:
* Activity summary
It is an overview of chosen activity. After login, students
are provided with an activity portal, which lists a summary
of activity information including numbers of involved roles,
participants, artifacts and recent update time, (See Fig.3)
hlvenet
Fig. 3. Activity summaiy
Update reminder
It reminds changes have been made to a particular artifact.
Any update of an artifact results in displaying an update icon
(eg. new or updated) on the titles of the artifact and of all the




Fig. 4. Update reminder icons
Activity notification
Notifications are integrated so that changes within activities
are notified to affected users. It is an optional feature used to
configure personal accounts enabling email update notification
set to active or inactive. A notification filter can be set for
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the whole activity or for particular artifacts in the activity's
hierarchical artifact structure. (See Fig.5)
* People login status
At the lower left corner of the LiveNet4 activity page,
there are two lists displaying people' identities and roles. One
is a participant list suggesting who is currently logging in
and another indicates all the roles involved in the current
activity. To exploit awareness, a synchronous chat room is
also provided. The right portion of the activity page displays
the viewable artifacts for a login role.(See Fig. 5 )
la2.i __
Fig 5 Activity notification and login status
* Forum discussion
People can create a threaded discussion forum. Each posted
message is in text format, followed by its contributor and
creation time. They are organized in an indented hierarchy
which easily displays the historical contributions made. (See
Fig. 6)
_ =7
Fig. 6. Forum discussion
* Calendar
Personal calendar or group calendar can be created as
critical date reminder. It can also archive all the relevant
artifacts created on a particular date or during a given period,
for instance, list all the artifacts created during a given day,
week, or month.(See Fig. 7)
* Search and sort
A search facility is provided to quickly retrieve viewable
artifacts within the activity. Artifacts can be sorted on type,
name, contributed or modified time. (See Fig.4 and Fig.8)
Fig. 7. Calendar
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Fig. 8. Search
All the historical versions of artifacts can be archived.
Studies found people are mostly interested in the newest
version, so only the latest version are currently provided,
while the historical changes are kept in the systems back-
ground. Future system upgrade may include an "old version"
searching function helping organize out-of-date artifacts in the
foreground .
B. System architecture
A three-tier architecture is adopted to construct LiveNet4:
the Client Tier, Middle Tier and the Enterprise Information
Tier.
1) The client tier: The Client Tier is the information
presentation tier interacting with the Middle Tier and providing
the customized interface.
2) The middle tier: The Middle Tier encapsulates the core
collaboration logic. The services provided by this tier are
constructed upon the Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE 1.3) plat-
form provided by Sun Microsystems. All functionality is im-
plemented by Enterprise Jave Bean (EJB) packages and these
Java classes make up of two packages called livenet.foundation
and livenet.function. Livenet.foundation implements all the
five key components of the metamodel, such as user, group,
role, activity and artifact. Further functionality component can
be easily integrated into extensible livenet.function package.
All components correspond to an Enterprise Java Bean (EJB)














This tier also accepts all the requirements from the user and
activates the collaboration management logic and feedbacks
users.
3) The enterprise information tier: The Enterprise Infor-
mation Tier is responsible for managing the data used by
LiveNet4. The most important aspect of this tier is the
database, a collection of relational tables and procedures ustd
to store and manipulate data associated with the system. In
our case, Sybase Adaptive Server Anywhere 6.0 is used to
manage and retrieve data.
Data includes representations of the activity structures built
up by users and awareness information such as artifact de-
tails, artifact creation and last accessed time, the relationship
between role and artifact, permission tables, etc. Record are
a series of changes and maintenance of artifact hierarchical
structures and permission tables for each role.
C. System implementation framework
The Model View Controller (MVC) pattern is used to
implement the awareness support interface of LiveNet4, as
illustrated in Fig.9. The open-source presentation framework
called Struts is provided by the Jakarta Project [13], designed
to assist in the development of web-based applications.
In this framework, each HTML page that makes up the
basic user interface consists of either static HTML, or pages
generated dynamically using Java Server Pages (JSP). Users
interact with LiveNet4 by selecting page links, or by filling
out and submitting forms embedded in the HTML.
For each form embedded in the user interface there is a
corresponding Struts Form, which is an extended Java Bean
containing fields that refer to each entry in the original HTML
form. Once a HTML form has been submitted for processing,
the request and its associated Struts Form are passed on to the
Struts Action Servlet.
The Struts Action Servlet activates an appropriate Struts
Action in response to the request, and passes on the form pa-
rameters contained in the Struts Form to the Struts Action. The
Struts Action then processes the request, retrieves parameters
from the Struts Form, and invokes methods exported by the
LiveNet4 EJBs to update the system as necessary.
Most of this work is dealt with automatically by the Struts
framework. Developers only need to write up the JSPs and
static HTML pages that form the user interface, the Struts
Forms and Actions required to process user requests acting as
Controller. LiveNet4 EJBs act as Model and JSP and HTML
pages act as View. Once Struts has been correctly configured,
it automatically handles the activation of Struts Actions in
response to user requests, and pass on the correct Struts Form.
Jakarta Struts is proved to be an efficient framework for
building web-based application with separating control, busi-
ness logic and interface from each other.
Detailed information about the Model-View-Controller
implementation on J2EE platform can be found in
[ 13]. Interested readers can also try LiveNet4 system at
http:l/livenet4.it.uts.edu.au.
Fig. 9. MVC development framework
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper first introduces the awareness concept and its
recent research, analyzes awareness needs in an asynchronous
collaborative environment. It then specifies the dependent
relationship between awareness and role, focusing on what
awareness is and how to provide awareness information with
various tools.
Based on the proposed collaborative component-based
metamodel and role-based permission control mechanism,
several awareness support specifications are proposed and
corresponding support elements are implemented in a collab-
orative environment named LiveNet4.
Given the awareness support requirements are obtained
by analyzing of the basic collaboration factors, the role-
based awareness requirement can be extended to synchronous
collaborative environment with little extension. For instance,
the awareness information for synchronous application may
need to contain synchronous operation information, like who
is doing what using which tool.
Currently agent technologies are adopted to coordinate
collaboration intelligently in LiveNet4. Awareness support,
therefore, can be expected to be enhanced accordingly. Aware-
ness elements also need to be customized while applied to dif-
ferent applications, such as e-learning or enterprise knowledge
management fields, which is also one of our future directions.
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